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1 General Remarks 

1.1 Licensing 

To operate the PSS SINCAL Platform 12.0, new license files are required. Once the program is 

installed, these can be requested at the PSS SINCAL Platform Support (phone +43 699 12364435, 

email sincal@simtec.cc). 

1.2 Documentation 

As with every new product version, the documentation has been once more improved and extended. 

This version has especially updated the short names in the data screen forms and the 

documentation. These are particularly important because they are also used in the formulas in the 

documentation and thus refer to the input data. The following small example using the data of the 

transformer controller illustrates how this revision has been carried out: 

 

Example of some formulas from the transformer controller documentation: 
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As can be seen, the formula signs have been integrated as much as possible in the short names of 

the data screen forms. This considerably improves both the allocation of input data in the screen 

forms for the formulas in the documentation as well as optimizing the readability of the screen forms. 
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2 PSS®SINCAL 

2.1 User Interface 

Enhanced Sample Data Management 

PSS SINCAL provides a large number of samples and example files for trying out different program 

functions. When the product is first installed, these files are automatically copied to the user 

directory. This no longer takes place with subsequent installations since it is not clear whether the 

existing files should actually be replaced.  

Therefore, an additional function for managing the sample files was provided in the Directories tab 

of the Options dialog box, which enables sample files and templates to be manually transferred from 

the installation structure to the user directory at any time. 

Clicking the Copy button in the Sample Files section opens a small dialog box in which it is possible 

to select the directories from the Sample archive to be copied to the user directory.  

 

Enhanced Functions for Background Maps 

The dialog box for managing and adapting background maps has been improved. The most 

frequently used tab with the Display Options is now shown as the first tab and given a clearer 

design. The tab now also provides the enhanced preload function for tiles, allowing all those tiles to 

be updated which are assigned to the current view.  

The function for clearing the tile cache in the Background Maps tab of the Options dialog box has 

been enhanced. When the cache is deleted, a dialog box appears in which it is possible to define 

whether all tiles are to be deleted or only those assigned to the current network. 

New XML Symbol Files 

Since the beginning of PSS SINCAL, the symbols of network elements, additional elements and 

protection devices are saved in external files so that they can be adapted easily. The structure of 

these special symbol files has "developed historically", making them increasingly more difficult to 

read and edit over time due to the many enhancements that have been made. The symbol files have 
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therefore been converted to a new flexible XML format which can be processed well both manually 

and automatically. The new XML format is based on the format used by the Model Editor in 

PSS NETOMAC. The following illustration shows an extract of the new XML symbol file: 

 

 

The structure of the new symbol file is described fully in the PSS SINCAL File Formats document. 

This makes it possible to create your own symbol files with little effort. Individual symbol files existing 

in the "old" format can naturally still be used. 

Additional Information for Network Elements 

PSS SINCAL makes it possible to store additional information for network elements and nodes, in 

order to store information for which there are no attributes in the data model. This additional 

information is stored in the database and can also be displayed in the network graphic. The 

additional information was previously limited to short names (50 characters) or numerical values. The 

new product version now converts the additional information to variable text fields and now enables 

longer items of information to be stored easily. 

In response to many requests from users, a comment field with a variable text length has also been 

provided for all network elements and nodes. This special field enables comments to be stored. The 

field is available both in the Node table as well as the Element table. It can therefore be accessed 

quite easily for evaluations because no other lookups/joins are required with queries. 

To improve the usability of the additional information, it is provided directly with the data screen forms 

of network elements and nodes in the new Additional Data tab and can also be edited there. 
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Enhanced Print Function in Diagrams 

The print function in the diagrams has been enhanced. If the Print All Diagram Pages function is 

called in the browser of the diagram view for a diagram group, only one single print job is generated. 

Each page of the print job is a diagram page. This particularly simplifies the printing of diagram 

pages in PDF files. 

New Navigation Function in the Graphics Editor 

The graphics editor features a small new additional function that simplifies navigation in the network 

graphic, particularly in large networks. Pressing the key combination Alt + PageDown changes the 

displayed section of the image so that the node of the branch element that is not visible is displayed 

in the middle. This considerably simplifies the navigation in a network. This is particularly useful with 

generated network graphics containing very long lines, as it is really difficult to recognize which 

network elements and nodes are directly connected. 

Enhanced Link Function in the Graphics Editor 

The function available in PSS SINCAL for linking from a frame to a zoomed area in another view (= 

Link) has been extensively improved. The function is now available for all supplementary graphic 

elements and for the graphic substation objects. This makes it possible, for example, to link in the 

geographical overview screen from a substation container directly to the schematic detail display of 

the substation in a different view. 

The dialog box for Selecting Views and their assigned zoom ranges was likewise improved. The 

dialog box now provides a filter line for optimally reducing the display range as required. All views 

can also be opened out and collapsed. This is useful when views contain many zoom areas.  

Optimized Oracle Connection 

The PSS SINCAL platform supports the following Oracle versions: 

 Oracle 9i 

 Oracle 10g 
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 Oracle 11g 

The connection of Oracle 10g and Oracle 11g were optimized especially in order to offer the same 

good performance as in Oracle 9i and the SQL Server. 

2.2 Electrical Networks 

Improved Model Connection 

In modern network structures the behavior of the equipment is increasingly being simulated with 

flexible models. PSS SINCAL therefore enables the assignment of models for controlling the 

behavior in the load flow and in the dynamics simulation to virtually all network elements.  

The implementation in the user interface was improved in order for the models to be used more 

easily and conveniently. The model file selection and the editing of model parameters were 

completely redesigned. The following illustrations show the new dialog box for models. 

  

The model file can be selected in the Basic Data tab. This provides functions for opening a preview, 

for editing and also for updating the model parameters (symbols behind the model type). 

Supplementary information on the model is also displayed. The setting values of the model can be 

edited in the Parameters tab. The layout of the tab is the same as the tab for the data screen forms 

of network elements. The name, short description and relevant unit are displayed for each 

parameter. The fields in the tab are generated dynamically via the information of the model. 

Tool for Customer Load Switching 

A new network planning tool specially designed for electrical networks with customer load data is 

provided under Tools – Determining Data – Load/Customer Load Switching, which enables the 

simulation of the customer load to be changed easily. It is possible to switch between customer load 

data and normal loads. 

This makes the benefit of special planning functions, such as load trimming or changes of loads with 

manipulators also possible for all networks which were created more for calculating network 

operations than for planning calculations. The new tool simply switches the input status for the 

selected loads or for all loads. When switching from customer load data to load data, the load flow 

results can also be transferred to the load data if required. 
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Enhanced Feeder Determination 

The new option Consider only Primary Substations is now provided for determining feeders. This 

makes it possible to set whether all substation containers are to be considered in the network or only 

those that are marked as "primary substations". This is meant to improve evaluations and 

visualizations if networks contain very many substations (often occurs with data exported from GIS 

systems).   

 

The second new Consider establishment/shutdown date option allows feeders to be determined 

by date. Only those network elements are considered that are active in the set time period. 

The functions for the Allocation of feeders to substations were likewise enhanced. If a feeder is 

connected to several substations, preference is given in the allocation to transformer substations. 

When substations have equal status, the substation with the higher rated voltage is allocated.  

GUI Automation Functions are now also available for feeders. These are integrated in the new 

feeder object which can be called via the network planning tool object. The following code snippet 

shows the parameterization and execution of a feeder determination routine as well as the 

subsequent visualization in the network graphic.  

' Get the tool object 

Dim NetTools 

Set NetTools = SincalDoc.GetNetTools() 

If NetTools = Nothing Then 

    WScript.Echo "Error: Failed to retrieve Nettools!" 

End If 

 

' Create the selection. 

const SIAISOVisType_Load = 1 

 

Dim Feeder 
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Set Feeder = NetTools.GetFeeder() 

 

' Create the feeders 

Feeder.Parameter("Create_Mode") = "ADVANCED" 

Feeder.Parameter("Create_StopOnOpenSwitch") = 1 

Feeder.Parameter("Create_StopOnOutOfService") = 1 

Feeder.Parameter("Create_FeederToNextSubstation") = 1 

Feeder.Parameter("Create_DeleteUnusedAttributes") = 0 

Feeder.Parameter("Create_SaveDB") = 0 

 

Feeder.Create  

 

' Visualization the feeders 

Feeder.Parameter("Colorize_Mode") = "EVALUATION" 

Feeder.Parameter("Colorize_Evaluation") = "FEEDER" 

Feeder.Parameter("Colorize_Visualization") = "NONE" 

Feeder.Parameter("Colorize_ImageName") = "" 

Feeder.Parameter("Colorize_LineWidth") = 15 

Feeder.Parameter("Colorize_MinLineWidth") = 3 

Feeder.Parameter("Colorize_OnlyVisible") = 1 

 

Feeder.Colorize 

GUI Automation Function for Applying LF Results  

A new function is provided for the GUI automation, which enables the load flow results to be applied 

to the input data. For this the new ApplyResults function is simply called in the document object. 

The control parameter (Bit mask) defines which results are applied.  

const SIAApplyResultsNone = 0 

const SIAApplyResultsLFNodeVoltage = 1 

const SIAApplyResultsLFGeneratorVoltage = 2 

const SIAApplyResultsLFTapPositions = 4 

 

' Apply all load flow results to input data. 

SincalDoc.ApplyResults SIAApplyResultsLFNodeVoltage + SIAApplyResultsLFTapPositions + 

SIAApplyResultsLFGeneratorVoltage 

Checking for Radial Network Structure 

A new function is provided in the user interface that makes it possible to check whether the network 

is radial. The function can be started via the menu item Tools – Check – Check Radial Network. 

If required, the check can be carried out for the entire network or just for selected network elements. 

The parameters provided under Route Selection in the Options dialog box are used to limit the 

checked area.  

Improved Connection of Zones in the User Interface 

The network zones have been available in PSS SINCAL for many years. These were originally 

implemented for data exchange with PSS E. Only a limited connection of the zones was therefore 

provided in the GUI. The network zones are now also used with the CIM import for grouping and 

these are also useful if an additional structuring criterion is required in complex networks.  

Like the network groups, the network zones were therefore connected in the user interface. The 

Network Tools toolbar provides a new selection list that shows the assigned network zone: 
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The function is integrated in the Network Browser in the same ways as the network groups, i.e. the 

network can be used as a group.  

The network zones were likewise integrated in the Evaluations and in the Select by Type function.  

Enhanced Voltage Curve Diagrams for Subtations 

The voltage curve diagrams in PSS SINCAL are generated if required for a manually predefined 

route or for a node marked as a "transformer substation". When generating for a marked node, 

diagrams are created automatically for all feeders (connected network elements). This function was 

now enhanced so that this also functions with substation objects. All feeders are determined starting 

from the boundary nodes of the substation. The voltage curve diagrams are then generated for these 

feeders. 

The algorithm was also enhanced so that all feeders of the substation can be viewed in a voltage 

curve diagram (if required, the generation of individual diagrams can be activated for each feeder 

with a special registry switch).  

New Calculation Procedure for Transfer Capacity According to ENTSO-E 

The new calculation procedure is used to determine the transfer capacity between different network 

areas. The calculation algorithm is based on the ENTSO-E method: "Definitions of Transfer 

Capacities in Liberalized Electricity Markets".  

The calculation of the transfer capacity consists of a series of load flow calculations. In each 

individual load flow calculation the active power of the incoming supplies varies in order to ensure a 

transfer between two network areas.  

The results include all the relevant data (TTC, NTC, TRM etc.) for the transfer. The following 

illustration shows the most important ENTSO-E parameters for the different phases: 
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In the planning phase, the transfer capacity is determined on the basis of the basic state of the 

network. The basic state can already contain predefined transfer power values between the network 

areas. This basic state is the initial state for later calculations over time of the transfer capacity in the 

allocation phase. 

There are already more precise settings for the agreed transfer power values in the allocation phase. 

The free transfer capacity can be determined more precisely in this way. The transfer capacity now 

more precisely determined is made available at specified intervals (monthly etc.) to the energy 

markets. 

The physical flow is the actual change of the active power flow on the transfer elements between 

network areas. 

The new calculation method is started via Calculate – Load Flow – Transfer Capacity. A dialog box 

is then displayed for operating the calculation: 

 

The Transfer Capacity selection list defines the calculations to be executed. 

 Predefined Transfer Areas:  

All transfer capacities are calculated which are stated in the Transfer Capacity tab for the active 

network area transfer. All transfer power values stated for the active network area transfer are 

also included.  

 Request Transfer Capacity:  

An additional transfer must be defined for each network area via the Area From, Area To fields 
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and the Transfer field. The calculation checks whether the transfer power is available as export 

capacity. The network area stated at Area From is the network area where the feed power is 

increased by the stated transfer power. All transfer powers stated for the active network area 

transfer are considered.  

The Consider malfunctions in transfer areas option activates the contingency analysis. This 

enables the transfer to be possible even if an element fails. 

The results of the transfer capacity are provided in the result view, the tabular view and the data 

screen forms in order to enable a wide range of different analyses and evaluations. The following 

illustration shows the result view with the calculated transfer capacity. 

 

Enhanced Functionality for Verifying Connection Conditions 

This calculation procedure enables the connection conditions for a generating plant to be verified on 

the basis of the specified guidelines. The results of the check are both visualized clearly in the result 

view as well as made available in the form of a comprehensive Word document. 

The most important innovation here is the Check According to NER Australia (IEC 61000-3-6/-7). 

The functional enhancements of the calculation method also included the upgrade and more flexible 

redesign of the dialog box for editing the control parameters. The control parameters are now 

entered in four tabs: 

 Project Data 

 Technical Data 

 Flicker Data 

 Harmonics Data 

 

The Project Data tab is used for the entry of general information that is output in the Word 
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documentation. 

The Technical Data tab is used to describe the technical aspects of the generating plant. This tab 

can also select the calculation method via the Connection rule selection field. BDEW or NER 

Australia are available. An additional feature is the possibility to accept the values for evaluating the 

rapid voltage change either from the load flow or to enter this manually. 

  

The Flicker Data tab is used to set the characteristic data for flicker evaluation. There is no change 

here in functionality compared to the previous version.  

The characteristic data for the evaluation of harmonics is defined in the Harmonics Data tab. If 

required, it is now possible to work here with the limit values specified in the BDEW guidelines or with 

the individual limit values entered in the dialog box. 

  

The result view as well as the templates for the Word documentation were likewise revised and 

enhanced. 
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New Reports for the Resupply Calculation 

Two new reports are provided for the results of the resupply calculation. The Resupply Results 

Compact report presents the resupply measures very clearly in a space saving layout. The 

Resupply report, on the other hand, contains a comprehensive display of all data determined during 

the calculation.  

 

Enhanced Short Circuit Results 

In response to requests from users, the R/X ratio impedance (Resistance/Reactance) was added to 

the short circuit results in PSS SINCAL. This is determined from the short circuit impedance at the 

node in the event of a short circuit. The new result value is provided in the data screen forms in the 

user interface for 1-, 2- and 3-phase short circuit results. The result value is also linked to the 

network graphic, the tabular view and the short circuit result reports. 

Active Power Settings for Measured Values 

A selection field as well as the entry for maximum and minimum power were added to the measured 

values of the general load. The load trimming is then applied to the current or the power depending 

on the setting. 

New Network Planning Tool for Line and Transformer Sizing 

PSS SINCAL now offers a new network planning tool for line and transformer sizing. Some types are 

selected from a preselection of standard types that best meet the requirements in the network. 

In order to start the equipment sizing, a line or a two-winding transformer must be selected. The 

menu item Tools – Determining Data – Equipment Sizing is then activated. The wizard for line 

sizing or transformer sizing then appears, depending on the element selected. 
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The standard types to be considered for the sizing of the equipment are selected at the beginning. It 

is also possible to enter a configuration file in which all settings are saved.  

The control parameters and limit values for selecting the equipment are then set on the subsequent 

page. These include the allowable voltage drop series and the allowable voltage drop, characteristic 

data for the short circuit as well as increase and temperature factors.  

 

These defined control parameters are used to determine from the standard types the ones that meet 

the requirements. The standard types are arranged so that preference is given to the ones with the 

closest fit (which are normally the most economical ones). 
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A standard type can now be selected from the selection list and assigned to the selected network 

element. 

Enhanced Control in the Load Flow  

If a network structure has many variably controlled elements, these elements often interact with each 

other very much. As there are no interdependencies in PSS SINCAL between the individually 

controllable elements, a suitable tap position is determined in each load flow iteration for all 

controllable elements. This causes many changes which are then removed in the next iteration. In 

the worst case, the process continues until the iteration limit is reached. In fact, no simple load flow, 

but an optimized use of the controllable elements would have to be carried out in this case. 

One solution to this problem is to combine controllable elements into groups. The control group is 

already provided in the data model of PSS SINCAL. It is used to export capacitors and reactors as a 

switched shunt to PSS E. This function is fully retained but the control group is now also used to 

define the association and dependency of controllable elements. The first element of the group is 

controlled here until the set limits are observed. Only then is control applied to the next element of 

the group with a measured value outside of the defined control range. This enables a prioritized 

control sequence to be achieved. 

Depending on the network configuration and the control problem, the use of the new control group 

can achieve the required result, although there is no guarantee. 

Generic Element 

The new generic element is designed to ensure that network elements with a variable number of 

connections and a special internal behavior can also be simulated in PSS SINCAL.  

The diakoptics implementation already available in PSS SINCAL was extensively enhanced for this 

purpose. Previously, the diakoptics implementation enabled any models containing subnetworks as 

well as control structures to be allocated to branch and node elements. The diakoptics model is 

processed here by the dynamic simulation and the rest of the network in the PSS SINCAL load flow. 

However, the two subnetworks are not solved separately but together within the load flow iteration. 
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Furthermore, until now the diakoptics implementation was suitable for node elements (one terminal) 

and branch elements (two terminals).  

The generic element removes this limitation. Any complex diakoptics model can be created which 

simulates the behavior of a complete subnetwork with any number of terminals. For example, this 

can be an HVDC+ to the controlled power transfer, a complete MicroGrid system or any other 

system. The internal structure of the system here is neither processed by the PSS SINCAL load flow 

nor analyzed. The connected generic element is therefore a "black box" of which only the boundary 

nodes are known. The dynamic simulation also does not know the network modelled in PSS SINCAL 

but can calculate the diakoptics model using the data transferred at the terminals. Both results are 

then combined during the load flow iterations. 

If the new generic element is created in the user interface, only a simple frame is drawn first and the 

model dialog box is opened. A diakoptics model must then be selected in this dialog box. The 

following illustration shows the use of an HGÜ model with four terminals. 

 

PSS SINCAL calculates the existing terminals on the basis of the model used and generates the 

appropriate boundary nodes. As with a substation, these are assigned to the generic element. The 

network elements can then be assigned at the boundary nodes. This creates the connection between 

generic element and PSS SINCAL network model.  

The diakoptics models can only be used in the load flow calculation and in the dynamic simulation. 

Other special models which correctly simulate the behavior for these operating states would be 

required for the short circuit and harmonics calculations. As it cannot be realistically expected that 

different models are created for the various calculation methods, a simple solution was selected here 

to ensure that networks with these models can also be used in short circuit and harmonics 

calculations. A substitute simulation can therefore be defined at each boundary node for the short 

circuit and harmonics calculation. With these calculation procedures, the network model ends at the 

boundary nodes and the substitute simulation is used. For the short circuit calculation these are the 

feed power in the event of a fault as well as the decay behavior, as for the generator. A current and 

voltage source is provided for the harmonics calculation.  
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Load Flow with Load Profiles 

The load flow calculation can already consider load increases in order to thus calculate future 

network states. This function was enhanced so that the data of the load profiles can now also be 

considered. In this way, individual times of load profile calculations can also be recalculated. This is 

particularly useful when making calculations in large networks and when the result data of the load 

profile calculation cannot be saved completely. The new function allows each time you wish to 

analyze precisely to be "recalculated". 

The function for considering the profile data can be activated in the Basic Data tab via the Use Load 

Data option in the calculation settings.  

 

The following options are available: 

 Base Data: 

Neither the operating point/profile data nor the load increase data is considered. 

 Load Increase: 

Load increase data is considered if the appropriate license is available. 
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 Load Profile: 

Operating point/profile data is considered if the appropriate license is available. 

 Load Increase/Load Profile:  

Operating point/profile data and load increase data is considered if the appropriate license is 

available. 

 Load Profile in Load Development:  

Operating point/profile data in load development is considered if the appropriate license is 

available. 

Reduction of the Result Scope of the Load Profile Calculation 

Many users require the load profile calculation to cover very long periods, sometimes an entire year 

in fifteen minute intervals. In this case, 35,040 load flow calculations are carried out and naturally the 

same number of load flow results are saved in the database. 

It has been possible for a long time to restrict the selection of results of nodes and network elements: 

Either only the results of marked elements are saved or only those of elements with limit value 

violations. This function was previously not available for network levels and network areas, and has 

also caused the generation of an extremely large volume of result data. This was a particular 

problem with network areas, where the transfers (from/to) are output. A new Limit Results option 

has therefore been provided for the Network Level and the Network Area, which enables the scope 

of the results to be restricted. 

Min/Max Results for Load Profile Calculation 

With load profile calculations over a long period it is often useful to find out when the maximum loads 

of elements and largest voltage drops on nodes take place. Previously this was only possible by 

making evaluations in the database with the complete load profile results. 

To simplify this and also make it possible in large networks PSS SINCAL has integrated the new 

Load Profile (Maximum) calculation method. This performs a fully normal load profile calculation in 

which, however, the results are specially prepared:  

 With the network elements, the result of each calculation time is provided at which the load of 

the element is the highest.  

 With nodes, the result of each calculation time is provided at which the voltage at the node is the 

lowest.  

Enhanced Simulation for Autotransformers with Compensation Winding 

The autotransformer with a compensation winding is modeled in PSS SINCAL with a three-winding 

transformer. This is simulated internally in the calculation methods using substitute two-winding 

transformers in a star circuit. This type of simulation, however, only functions with a grounded 

autotransformer. With an autotransformer with a free neutral point the star equivalent circuit fails in 

the zero-phase sequence. The effective short circuit reactance between series and compensation 

winding is a short circuit zero sequence impedance of the autotransformer for both sides of the 

network.  

As each phase has the same properties in the symmetrical zero-phase sequence and can be 

considered as four phase, the modelling problem can be eliminated with an equivalent circuit using a 

"resonance triangle". This resonance triangle is based on the measuring of the zero sequence 
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impedances of the autotransformer with a free neutral point Mp: 

Short circuit impedance of side 2: 

 

Short circuit impedance of side 1: 

 

 

For side 2 this is: 

X002 = ∞  X0k2 = X0 

This applies in the same way to side 1 (impedances converted on side 2): 

X001 = ∞  X0k1 = X0 / (1+r)² 

The resonance triangle is determined using the two infinite no-load impedances (X002, X001) and the 

two finite short circuit impedances (X0k2, X0k1). The determination of the impedances is described in 

the relevant specialist literature, this essentially results in the following fault circuit in the zero-phase 

sequence: 

 

The transformer models in the PSS SINCAL calculation methods were enhanced so that the 

corresponding equivalent circuit is integrated in the zero-phase sequence if an autotransformer with 

a compensation winding and free neutral point is used.  

Parallel Calculation for Contingency Analysis and Reliability 

The Contingency Analysis and Reliability calculation methods were enhanced so that they support 

parallel calculation. The calculation is divided here into several processes that solve the problem 

simultaneously.  

The reliability calculation in PSS SINCAL is used to outline the concept for parallel calculation. The 

different fault combinations to be considered are determined at the beginning for the reliability 

analysis. When this process is completed, several fault combinations are available which can/have to 

be examined in detail and separated from each other using load flow calculation and resupply 

algorithms. 

As the fault combinations to be examined are all known at the beginning, the problem can be divided 

well into individual packages which are calculated separately. The following illustration shows the 

basic implementation concept. A primary calculation process loads all the required data from the 

database and analyzes the actual problem. The problem is then divided into packages and other 
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subprocesses (calculation nodes) are generated, which take on a defined section of the problem 

solution.   

Calc Case(n-1) & Case(n)
Load all data from DB
Build possible cases
Split cases
       Send Case data to Calculation Nodes
       Get results from Calculation Nodes
Calc final results
Store results to DB

Reliability Simulation Module Calculation Nodes

Calc Case3 & Case4

Calc Case1 & Case2

 

Ideally the time saving resulting from the parallel calculation is directly proportional to the number of 

calculation nodes, however, in practical application very few parallel algorithms achieve this time 

saving. With small or structurally unsuitable algorithms, parallel processing can also cause the 

problem to be solved only negligibly faster even though much more CPU processing time is used for 

it. This always occurs if many synchronization measures are required, or if the splitting of the 

problem and the combining of the results requires a lot of effort. 

The control of the parallel calculation in PSS SINCAL is quite simple. The maximum number of 

processes for parallel processing can be defined in the Max. Par. Processes field in the Basic Data 

tab of the Calculation Settings dialog box. 

 

Depending on the calculation method and network, PSS SINCAL then decides whether parallel 

processing is viable and then uses for it the set maximum number processes. 

The possible increase in speed depends on many factors, starting with the capacity of the computer 

used right through to the structure of the network. However, the resources provided are generally 

better used with parallel processing. For example, because of optimization in the calculation methods 

and parallel processing, the calculation time for contingency analysis in a typical medium voltage 

network with 25,000 nodes and 32,000 network elements is reduced from 560 seconds in version 

11.0 to 90 seconds in version 12.0 when using 4 parallel processes. 
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Enhanced DINIS Import 

In response to feedback from users, the DINIS import function was enhanced. Substations with 

network elements can be modelled in DINIS. This data was previously not included for the import 

since it was not required for calculating the network. The substations, however, create an additional 

structuring in the network which offers many possibilities: Feeder analysis, enhanced voltage curve 

diagrams, evaluations, structuring in the network browser, enhanced updating etc. The substation 

data is therefore now also imported from the DINIS data structures and the nodes and network 

elements are allocated to these substations.  

A new function is provided for importing the graphic data, which imports the substations in the form of 

"tiles" in their own schematic views. This means a geographic view is generated in which the actual 

network is shown. The substations are placed in the geographic view only as empty containers. 

Clicking the substation element opens another schematic view showing the details of the substation. 

This display form of the network and the substation graphics is largely the same as those used in 

DINIS. The new import function can be activated via an option in the import wizard. 

PSS E 34 Import and Export 

The PSS E import and export functions in PSS SINCAL have been enhanced. PSS E networks can 

now be imported and exported in format 34. 

The majority of changes are the result of the new node/breaker model of PSS E 34. This allows 

substation-based network modeling. The node/breaker model is designed so that it can be used as 

required but does not have to be used in all cases. An option is therefore provided in the PSS E 

import wizard which can be used to define whether the data is to be imported with or without the 

node/breaker model. 

Bus/Branch Modell: 

 

 Node/Breaker Modell: 

 

Everything stays the same when importing with the without Node/Breaker model. The network data 

is imported as before from the existing data structures of the RAW file. The new data in the RAW file 

is naturally included as well. The import then supplies the usual standard network model 

(Bus/Branch), in which substations are simulated simply in the form of busbars. 

The import with Node/Breaker Model processes the following new substation data structures of the 

RAW file: substation data, node data, station switching device data, load terminal data, fixed shunt 

terminal data, machine terminal data, branch/two winding transformer terminal data, three winding 

transformer terminal data and switched shunt terminal data. 

The substation elements are simulated in PSS SINCAL with normal network elements. Impedance-

free connections with assigned switches are used for modelling breakers. The information from 

substation data structures is used to create a substation model. These are then assigned the 

elements from the Bus/Branch section of the RAW file. This results in a fully connected network 

model with substation data. 
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The system wide data is also a new feature in the RAW file. PSS E calculation settings are stored 

here which were previously only available in the binary SAV file. The import transfers this data to the 

Global Settings (GlobalSetting). The Record identifier is imported here as a feature. The attributes 

are saved with name and value. 

Enhanced CIM Import and Export 

The CIM import and export functions have also been enhanced in this product version. An attempt 

was made to make the export of imported CIM structures as identical as possible to the import, 

especially for data exchange according to CGEMS requirements.  

In order to improve CIM compatibility, the DC line in PSS SINCAL was likewise extensively updated. 

New rectifiers and inverters are provided which simulate CGMES functionality. 

 

Siemens has received an attestation by the ENSO-E, which documents that PSS SINCAL can 

handle data conform to standard prescribed by ENTSO-E (see official website). 

3 PSS®NETOMAC 

3.1 User Interface 

Enhanced Sample Data Management 

The management of sample files and templates was enhanced in the same way as for PSS SINCAL. 

The Directories tab in the Options dialog box provides an additional function for managing sample 

files by which sample files and templates can be transferred to the user directory at any time from the 

installation structure. 
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Snippets in the Source Editor 

The snippets in the source editor are a small yet practical innovation designed to simplify the editing 

of NET and MAC files. These are small text modules that can be inserted at the cursor position in the 

Editor. The insertion is done here either with the key combination Ctrl + Space or via the context 

menu. A small selection list is then opened out in which the required text module can be selected. 

Text modules are managed via Edit – Advanced – Manage Snippets. 

Editor for Event Definition in the GUI 

A new dialog box is provided in the PSS NETOMAC user interface via Calculate – Event Definition, 

which allows the editing of malfunctions and events of the DIS file.  

 

The dialog box displays the malfunctions and events contained in the DIS file and also enables the 

data to be edited. To add a new event, click the New button in the dialog box. The ready-to-use 

events are then offered for selection in a subsequent selection dialog box. It is also possible to filter 

by type of use (stability, EMT). After an event has been selected, this is transferred to the DIS file. As 

shown in the illustration, the event is delineated by special tokens. This enables the dialog box to 

read out the data and offer the parameters required for configuring an event for editing.  

The really practical feature here is the fact that topology parameters, i.e. branches and nodes can be 

detected automatically. The example illustrated shows the parameter Branch (#BRANCH) which 

defines the element to be switched off. The dialog box provides an enhanced selection list for this 

parameter from which elements present in the network can be selected.  
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Enhanced Print Function in Diagrams 

The print function in the diagrams has been enhanced. If the Print All Diagram Pages function is 

called in the browser of the diagram view for a diagram group, only one single print job is generated. 

Each page of the print job is a diagram page. This particularly simplifies the printing of diagram 

pages in PDF files.  

Enhancements in the Model Editor 

The changing of connections is now also supported in order to improve the interactive editing of 

models. For this the connection is selected at the beginning or the end and moved to a different block 

input or output. The connecting is supported here by tooltips. As soon as the cursor moves over a 

block input or output, a tooltip appears showing its name. These minor and yet practical modifications 

enable a far more intuitive editing of models.  

An enhanced labelling option has been provided for the inputs of blocks. This is designed to 

ensure that the assigned variables or block outputs of blocks with no connections are nevertheless 

graphically displayed.  

 

For this the new "Automatic" option for text visibility is provided in the Properties window. This causes 

a label to be displayed for inputs if a variable or an input is assigned.  

A take-off point can also be used for the termination of open controller outputs. This is used to 

indicate the intended free end of a block output. When the model is checked, the warnings are 

suppressed for block outputs terminated in this way. 
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The editing of FORTRAN blocks was improved. The text editor is provided with syntax 

highlighting for editing the source text in the dialog box. This offers syntax highlighting and fixed 

character spacing for clearer and more convenient editing of the source text. 

 

The parameter definitions for FORTRAN blocks were also completely updated. The Input and 

Output fields now enable the order itself to be set. The connection points on the graphic symbol are 

automatically positioned according to this setting.  

To edit the FORMAT block and define the test conditions for the model, the text editor with syntax 

highlighting was integrated. 

A new tab in the Options dialog box is provided for the default setting of the attributes for the 

model editor. This enables the most important graphic attributes for blocks to be preset. The preset 

attributes are saved in the project file and used as default values with all model editors. 

To simplify the Editing of Model Parameters, direct access to the Variables and Equations dialog 

box was provided in the input fields of the data screen forms. When editing model parameters, this 

also enables new variables to be defined without having to leave the dialog box.  
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A new function for the automatic generation of not yet defined variables is provided in the pop-up 

menu of the Variables and Equations dialog box. For this all variables are scanned in all blocks and 

all the as yet undefined ones are generated.  

The Debug Functions in the Model Editor were Optimized. A new button in the toolbar is provided 

for the debug and test functions, which opens a menu with the most important functions. This now 

also integrates a new function for calculating a model with PSS NETOMAC. If this menu item is 

selected, the diagnostic parameters are transferred beforehand to the "globals.mac" and 

"models.mac" files and the dynamic simulation is then started.  

 

In order to better test the Initial Conditions now all changes to parameter and debug parameters 

are considered when the initial conditions are displayed. In other words, the effects are visualized 

immediately in the graphics editor when values are changed.  

Recording Calculation Starts 

The PSS NETOMAC user interface is provided with a new function for recording calculations. The 

new function can be activated via Extras – Macro – Save Last Calculation. This stores all attributes 

and control parameters of the last calculation started in the user interface in a script file. The 

following example shows an extract of this type of VBS file: 

WScript.Echo "Dynamic Simulation" 
 
SimulateObj.InitEx( "Eng" ) 
 
SimulateObj.AddDataFile 0, strProjectPath & strBaseFile & ".NET"  
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SimulateObj.Parameter("CONFIGURATION") = strConfiguration 
SimulateObj.Parameter("EXPANDED_INPUT_FILE") = 0 
SimulateObj.Parameter("SPOOL_OPTIONS") = 512 
SimulateObj.Parameter("ALWAYS_WRITE_XRES") = 1 
SimulateObj.Parameter("RESULT_OPTIONS") = 25165824 
SimulateObj.Parameter("RESULT_SHORTNAMES") = 1 
SimulateObj.Parameter("RESULT_FLAT") = 1 
SimulateObj.Parameter("OUTPUT_MODE") = 0 
SimulateObj.Parameter("PROJECT_FILE_PATH") = strProjectPath 
SimulateObj.Parameter("DIAGNOSTIC_LEVEL") = 0 
 
' Excecute the dynamic calculation 
SimulateObj.Run CalcSimulation 
 
If SimulateObj.Status <> siStatusFinished And _  
   SimulateObj.Status <> siStatusFinishedWithVariants Then  
    WScript.Echo "Simulation failed!" & vbCrLf 
    Call WriteMessages() 
Else  
    WScript.Echo "Successfully finished!" & vbCrLf 
    Call WriteMessages() 
    Call OutputLFResults() 
End If 

 

An additional function for starting script files is also available via Extras – Macro – Macros. This 

opens a dialog box in which the macros are listed from the user directory. These can also be started 

directly from the dialog box.  

3.2 Calculation Methods 

Enhancement for Non Converging Machines 

In response to user requests, a shedding of non-converging machines is implemented in the dynamic 

simulation. All machines are switched off that do not achieve convergence internally or for which the 

slip deviation is too large. The controllers assigned to the machines are likewise deactivated although 

the simulation continues running normally. 

Two new controller options are provided in the CTL file for controlling the new behavior: 

 Deactivate non-convergent machines (program control line 4, Name2, column 16) 

 Maximum slip deviation (program control line 4, HZ5) 

These control options are also connected in the Calculation Settings dialog box in the Load Flow 

tab. 

The machines deactivated with the simulation are recorded in the log file. The time and machine 

name are also output. An additional message also outputs the total power of all machines 

deactivated at this time. This makes it possible to assess whether the deactivation of the machines is 

justified.  

OMEGA Controller 

The new OMEGA CONTROLLER was specially developed for connecting wind models with Simulink 

DLLs, which output the torque of the machine instead of the speed.  

The OMEGA controller forms the speed of the machine as the output value. In other words, the 

output value of the controller overwrites the value formed by the "normal" machine integration, and 
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therefore sets the speed directly to the machine.  

The OMEGA controller can be used both in the stability simulation (RMS) as well as in the EMT 

simulation.  

Enhanced Connection of PSS E Controllers 

PSS E 34 controller DLLs can now be used in PSS NETOMAC. The new PSSE.INI control file is 

used in order to control and manage PSS E DLLs better. This file, which has to be saved in the same 

directory as the NET file, can set the use of PSS E DLLs: 

;  
; User defined specification of PSSE version and PSSE user DLLs. 
; The file PSSE.ini has to be stored parallel to the .net file. 
; 
[Main] 
PSSEVer=34 
SetPssePath=1 
ChkDllVer=1 
 
; In the DLL section PSSE USERDLLs can be defined. All these 
; DLLs are loaded and can be used via PSSE controller block. 
[DLL] 
dsusr.dll 
dsusr2.dll 

The [Main] section specifies the general control parameters. "PSSEVer" defines the PSS E version to 

be used. This is useful if several PSS E versions are installed on the same PC. The "SetPssePath=1" 

parameter activates an automatic extension of the search path for DLLs. In this way the PSS E bin 

directory is automatically included in the search sequence. This is necessary as DLLs are located in 

the PSS E directory which are required for execution. 

The PSS E user DLLs can be defined in the [DLL] section. Up to 10 entries are possible here. The 

DLLs can be specified either with an absolute path or with the file name. When using several user 

DLLs the order in the INI file is important. This defines the index of the user DLL. To address a 

special user DLL in PSS NETOMAC, the function number is set (= index of the user DLL) in the 

second data line of the PSSE block in the Name1 field. The PSS E block has also been enhanced so 

that the user DLL can be specified with the DLL name: 

$1......12......23......3AA1....12....23....34....45....56....67...78...89...9ZZ 
 PSSE    SEMIPO  #NAME   U             4           0.    2     9    3    1     L 
 DLL=dusr.dll 
         6                 #P1   #P2   #P3   #P4   #P5   #P6   #P7  #P8  #P9 
                           #P10  #P11 
                 ENDE 

The enhancements also included the Improved Integration of the PSS E Controller for Machines 

in the Simulation Function. The support of Power System Stabilizer (VOTHSG) as well as the 

overexcitation and underexcitation limits (OEL, UEL) is planned and also the problem-free parallel 

operation with other PSS NETOMAC controllers is possible. 

Checking of Transformer Switch Groups 

PSS NETOMAC now automatically checks the phase rotation of the network. In other words, the 

voltage rotation of the transformers is evaluated and a check is made whether subnetworks with 

different rotations were combined. The Phase rotation violations option in the Basic Settings of 

the Calculation Settings dialog box can be used to define whether only a warning message is to be 

output or whether the calculation should be aborted with an error message. 
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